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Jenny Schultz wakes trapped in a pitch-black basement with no recollection of how she got there. With no
outside stimuli, Jenny naturally turns inward and revisits her guilt-ridden past, desperate to figure out which
wronged person would be angry enough, evil enough, to do this to her.

She must survive her own demons, and then time itself when she finds remnants of previous captives--a
plate, a tooth, a bone. Scratched hashmarks in the stone walls around her, leave her to wonder what happens
next.

What happens after six days?

- - - - -

This is the best debut novel that I have read in years.  It truly is a brilliant work and I am proud that
Thunderstorm [got] to be a part of it.
~ Paul Goblirsch, Thunderstorm Books

...serves to create a claustrophobic cocktail of unease and uncertainty.  In today's world of omnipotent
narrators and worn out horror clichés, it's refreshing in a very Chianti and fava beans sort of way. Owen has
set the bar very high with her debut novel, a bar I have no doubt she will be able to surpass.  Her blend of
human observations, horror sensibilities, and gifted prose portend great things for her in the future.
~The Word Zombie
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From reader reviews:

Bob Pratt:

The event that you get from Six Days is the more deep you looking the information that hide within the
words the more you get considering reading it. It doesn't mean that this book is hard to understand but Six
Days giving you joy feeling of reading. The author conveys their point in specific way that can be
understood by simply anyone who read this because the author of this reserve is well-known enough. That
book also makes your vocabulary increase well. That makes it easy to understand then can go to you, both in
printed or e-book style are available. We suggest you for having that Six Days instantly.

William Ullrich:

Precisely why? Because this Six Days is an unordinary book that the inside of the publication waiting for
you to snap the item but latter it will surprise you with the secret the item inside. Reading this book beside it
was fantastic author who write the book in such awesome way makes the content on the inside easier to
understand, entertaining approach but still convey the meaning completely. So , it is good for you because of
not hesitating having this any longer or you going to regret it. This excellent book will give you a lot of
rewards than the other book possess such as help improving your ability and your critical thinking way. So ,
still want to hold off having that book? If I have been you I will go to the guide store hurriedly.

Karen Partain:

The book untitled Six Days contain a lot of information on the item. The writer explains your ex idea with
easy way. The language is very easy to understand all the people, so do not necessarily worry, you can easy
to read the idea. The book was authored by famous author. The author will take you in the new age of
literary works. It is easy to read this book because you can continue reading your smart phone, or gadget, so
you can read the book throughout anywhere and anytime. In a situation you wish to purchase the e-book, you
can available their official web-site as well as order it. Have a nice examine.

Erica Logan:

What is your hobby? Have you heard this question when you got pupils? We believe that that query was
given by teacher on their students. Many kinds of hobby, All people has different hobby. And you know that
little person including reading or as reading become their hobby. You need to understand that reading is very
important as well as book as to be the thing. Book is important thing to incorporate you knowledge, except
your current teacher or lecturer. You get good news or update concerning something by book. Numerous
books that can you choose to use be your object. One of them are these claims Six Days.
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